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A REPORT ON THE'INDIRECT COSTS OF ACADEMIC RESEARCH

I. Introduction
4

'A study.of Ci,a policy implications of the indirect costs of academic

research was one of the tasks specified by the President's Biomedical Research
0

--Panel in_!the,centract with the American Council on Education for "Studies of

t-

the Impacts of Federal Heakth-Related Research Expenditures upon Institutions

of'HigherEducation." The Panel defined its interests n the problem of indirect

costs in terms of the following questions:

1. How are indirect costs determined and indirect cost rates negotiated?

2.l 'How is the audit process conducted for renegotiation of indirect cost
rates?

3. What differences are there between federal and fibn-federal funding
agencies 41 policies covering indirect costs and the development of
indirect-costrates?

'7.1*

4. What riatterns exist in the control and, allocation of federal indirect-,
cost reimbursements?

5. 'What pellicles and restrictions.are followed as to the uses that can be

(
made ;of.such funds?

6. What is the institutional attitude toward pre nt federal percentage
'levels, federal restrictions rand federal administrative procedures
relative to such funds?

It was agreed in the. proposal for t e general investigation that the study

of indirect costs would be the joint responsibility of the American Council on

Education (AGE, the prime contractor) and its two subconEractors, the Association _

of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) and and Corporation (RAND). The presort'

s been prepared, ther e, undei the joint aegis o' the project direc-

tors fOr the three organizations: Lyle Laniel7 (ACE), Thomas E. Morgan (AAMC),

and Albert P.-Williams (RAND). I 110

4
141.
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II. Procedure
, 1

It was decided that systematic answers to most of the Panel's questions,

could belt be provided through the preparation of a com rehensive monograph- by

an individual with extensive experience in university esearchadmfnistration.

Who had also been involved in:the participation of higher-education representa

tives in the develOpment of federal indirect-cost regulations.. Raymond J.

Woodrow of Princeton University was selected for this task as being the best-
.

qualified person available.
1

His monograph entitled Indirect Costs in Univer-
4

Faties (11) is being submitted as a supplement te) the present report; and the

Table of Contents has been reproduced herein as Appendix A.

Other contributors of material for this study'included Frederick B. Putney

f Columbia University who prepareda paper elaborating od.the numerous miscon-

eptions of the nature of indirect costs and providing a detail4example of

indirect-cost calculations for a hypothetical university.

On a different aspect of Ehe problem, George W. Baughman of Ohio State

University' assembled data designed to explain why indirect cots have been

increasing recently'at a more rapid' rate than the direct costs of research.

His source was the Ohio Higher Education Price Index of the Ohio Board of Regents,

3

which is based on prixe-chanhe data for the twelver\state-assisted universities

in Ohio. Comparative percentage changes for selected, components of this

price-index series have been includedin this report .w/

1
Raymond J Wood4w served for many years as Director of Research Administration

and Execu v Secretary of the University Research Board at Princeton University.

He was a co ltant and member of various national committees concerned with

federal indirect - cost - regulations, and has published several articles on the sub-

ject (cited among ve references in his present monograph). Since his retirement

from the position nated above, he has directed an NSF - supported, project on research

management in universities under the aegis of P1nceton's University Research Board.
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-Inasmuch as proposals for substantial changes in federal regulations gov-

4

erning reimbursements forthe indirect costs of academic research have recently

appeared, a Ainal section has been included in this report on the status of

these developments. Particular attention has been given to the communications,,

between representatives of universities' and their associations and representa-

tives of the Executive Branch and .the Congress for 'the. purpqse df achieving

agreement on procedures for resolving the issues.raised.

The f011oWing sections consist mainly of digests. of material frail Woodrow's

Monograph and other sources that relate to the Panel's questions and to other

aspects of the policy implications of the indiret costs of academic research.

The discussion has been organized under six headings: (a) the determination
A

of indirect cost rates;- (b) policy limitationi,uppn the recovery of costs of

research; (c) rising trends in indirect costs; (d) indirect-c.ost problems arising

within academic research institutions; (e) recent proposals for revisions of

federal indirect-cost regulations; (f) general conclusions.

6



III. The.Determination of Indirect-Cost "Rates

%.Federal_policies:and ,procedures governing reimbursement for the indirect

costs of research conducted by universities haye evolved through numerous stages

since 1947, when therfirst.set of regulations provided for the determination of

an average indirect-cost rate covering all instructional and research activities

of an institution--based largely on its regulai finadcial report. They were

'superseded in 1958 by Bureau of the Budget Circular. A-21% which was applicable

only to research costs and which established a systematic set of costing prin-

ciples and general guidelines (but not a detailed setof uniform accounting

procedures). The document was developed by aninteragency committee which

worked clgsely with a group of university representatives organized by the

--American Council on Education. . 'I
Circuiar A -21 has been revised five times. In l973,° the respodsibility

for this function was transferred' to the General Services Administrationwhich

reissued the regulations without substantial change as Federal Management-Cir-
.

cular No, 73-8 (FMC 73-8).. Recently, the Office of Management and\Budget (OMB)

-has reassbme4 this administrative responsibility.

"N.
Several points regarding this history of the federal regulations governing

indirect costs end indirect-,cgst rates are pertinehtto the major issued raised .

in discussions of this subject:

1. The research'activities-conducted by universities gerierally require

numerous services and other support which fall under the accounting

category of ingi-ect costs and which can be most equitably prorated

to'indivIdual projects on the basis of some such principles as those

embOdied in FMC 73-8.

7
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2.

c

Indirect costs are r costs ,t at must be met by an institution from

its operating b et. If,individual projects di other activities

requiring indirect=cost-Services do not pay their pro rata share of

the cost, it must-H-FOrne by t1 remainder of%the-institutioe:s--.-

budget. rte/

3. Differences of opinion exist between federal agencies and universities

as to what indirect costs are allowable aschafgesagainst research
_-

. grants, but the responsible federal agency makes decisions in ;hese

cases and they are reflected in the inditect-cost rates finally ap-

'' ---TibVed after-an appropriate auditing process.

4. 'To a considerat , current ,efforts to 'change the indirect-

cost ons arise from unsatisfactory.ccounting practiced and

_Poor .documented requests for reimbufsement on the part of some

,in t-A..tu tions-tharestablyare attempting to comply with .the regu-,

lations and the ter-dm of their audited indirect -cost rates. Many of

these criticsms are undoubtedly justified, and the higher-edmcation________

associations mainly concerned are taking steps to urge their member

institutions-to institute more rigorous accounting and documentation

procedures in claiming indirect-cost reimbursements:

5. The efforts to revise the policies and'regulations, however, go fary7-

beyond steps to assure better compliance by a minority of institu

tions. The proposecr,chenges would limit further the range of

direct costs eligible for reimbursement under research grantsand

contracts; and they would institute enormously costly Changes in

dttailed accounting and reporting procedures (which the4resent FMC-

73-8 specifically views as undesirable).

IV. Policy Limitations upon the Recovery of Costs of Research
'

The Congress and the Executive Branch have from time to time imposed

ceilings or other forms of limitations upon full recovery of the costs of

research by academic institutions. Such limitations have usually applied to

grants rather than contracts (the limitations to such recovery under contracts
s

4

relating mainly to what eharges are "allowable" as indirect costa Of research).

In the case of research grants, initially therefli, . period in which indirect-
,

cost t=eimbursement was limited to a fixed Percentage of direct project costs.
.,

This perdentage for sign, for example, Was ffr

4

C)

at 8 der cent of

4



direct project costs -a limit that was first raised to 15 and later to

cent' for IEW projects. Curiously, independent agencies, by contrast, were

allowed a rLmbbrsement limit of 25 per cent for indirect costs for one Year;

but this was redo -e ,,,5o 20 per cent firthe following year..
.,------ ----

The Congress 'in 965,abolished all indirect -cost peilings'but replaced

1

them with a policy of "cost sharing." This statutory-restTIci-ionIkrovided tNae .

Tfn

no recipient of a federal grant_for 'research should be paid "as much as the,

entire cost of the project." Individual agencies Were left reasonably free to

determine how the costa- sharing policy should be implemented.

One reason given for,requiring universities to share in the costs of

grant-supported research is that -such activity is an integral part of the in-

stitution's regular educational program and hence should not impose an extra-

neous added burden. In the abstract, this argument is a plausible one--and

it is ,,imilar.to the one usually made by foundations--but conformity to its

"logic" would mbst assuredly curtail the level of university participation in

the nation's research effort or else wouldseriously distort the total educe-

Lionel programs of universities by siphoning off resources required for the

effective performante of important "/ n-sponsorbd" activities. The deteriota-
, /

ting general finan/cial situation/of/research universities, caused by the com-

bintd effects of inflation and recession, makes the burden of sharing in the

(osts of federal programs increasingly difficult for institutions to bear.

1
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Since precise at ion as t degree o cost ,haring and 'alti

to the n121fIllp,impa.-et.s-U15on
differedttypes of institutions is unavail-

able,sit is believed that a'systematic stuilr.of this problem *should be spon-

soredby an appropriate government agency or agencies. Consideration should

be-given in Such a study to a comparison of the federal indirect-cost pollens

applicable toqndustrir with those prevailing for universities.

V. Risini-TY ds-in-Lndirect-Costs

The evidence is reasonably clear from seVeral-OUrces that the indirect

costs of research as a proiiortion'of total costs (oras a percentage of direct

costs) have been rising in recent ygars. The evidence is not so clear, how-

ever, as to the magnitudes of thes& increases for various types of research'

activities or among different 'institutions.
Furthermore, the reasons for

such increases are not fully'understood or adequately appreciated by many who

are concerned about them. The present summary will present evidenCe one.the

trends in such increases for NIH grants to universities in the ACE sample, and

will thee cite price-increase data to show why indirect costs haVe increasedat

a faster rate than direct costs.:
, . _ _ ,

1. Changing Proportions of Indirect-Cost Funds in NIH Research Grants.

From the NIH IMPAC files, recordsof the grant funds aWardedto 145

.universities weie secured for a separate ACE study (6), together

with the percentages of these funds provided-for direct and indirect

-' costs. Two types of trend indices have been computed for indirect

costs: (a) the propqi-tion of the total awards allocated for indirect 41-

coits; (b) indirect/Costs as percentages of direct costs. The .

following is a tabulatiowof these two sets of percentages covering

the fiscal years 1969 through 1975:

Costs
t:Al Costs

Indirece--Coses
Direct Costs

1969 1970 1971 1972 . 1973 1974 1975

Indirect 21.7%4 23.5% 24.4% 25.6% 26.8% 27.5% 26.5% 7'77/7
.

7'7,

27.7 30.7 32.3 34.4 36.6 3/.9 ./36'-.0

'----

10
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2. Com-rative Increases in Prices for Direct and ndirect Costs'of

University Operations. There are several re sots y indirect costs

have increased more rapidly than direct c ts research in recent.

years. -Probably-theimost:=Slgnificint h h,-, hi_differential_

'effects 'of inflation on the two ypes f xpenditures. The direct-.

omporret o .research expendit has a higher proportion of

salaries and 'wages than the indir cost component; and the former

has beta increasing at lower rat than ehe fatter. elprice 1.1.1-.

"creases ,fo books and peilodic.ds, utilities, and er non-personn ,,./

items.hav escalated far more rapidly in recent-Years than per nnel .

compensation (which is the denominator in moist formulae for deter ,

ininin.g.'indirect-cost rates)--as the folOwing price-change percentageS ''--

show: ,-

AAUP Ohio BigherEducation' Price Indek5.

Fiscal Faculty Com- All Now-Pecs innel Prices

Year pensation Prices' .All LibLazy Phys. Plant,

1968-69 7.2% 5.7%

1969-70 7.1 6.8 '

.1970-71 6.2 6.0

. 1971-72 4.3 4.4

1972r73 5.0

1973-74 ) 5.9 9.0

1974-75 6.4 10.6

3.0X 4.8%

5.9 10.6,

q.s 11.5
4.8 ' 9.6

12.1'

18.6 13.3

14.8. 18.2

2.8%
8.6
9.7

'5.0

10.2
29.7.
21.0

E

Another major factor contributing` to rising indirect costs has peen the

costs of compliance with federal laws and reeklations4-e.g., those relating to

.
such federally mandated sogialprograms as the following:' equal employment

_.'

. .
, .

opportunity; equal Ay, affirmative adtion, occupational safety and,health,-';

.

minimum wage
, and fair-labof standards, Social Sec

'-;--,

urity increases, health-main

tenance organizations, :ami,environmehEal protection (10)..,

Ps

2
See References, number 1.

3
Provided by George W.
developed 11 the Odo
assisted universities

BaughMan of Ohio Stdte University- f,om the price indices

Board of Regents from the records the twelve state -

in Oh1.64
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More specifically affecting federal grants and contracts aKe regulatOns
.

---- . relati g to te,utilization of labor surpluj, small business concerns, mino4ty, -

P')

usiness enterpriSe the use o uman subjects in research, animal -care require=

, .

mentSi employmeht nings for Veterans, acid .employment of the handicapped._

Compliarr61 with these Tegulations, as,well_as..with the increasingly detailed

'information requirements under gr nts and contracts, all have increased the'

A

-....-Indltect costs of the administration of sponsOrid;-Yeseorch%

VI, Indirect -Cost Problems Arising_within Aca.F.mic Resea-rf5171stit ions

Two general types of intra-institutional ,proble'ms related to indirect costs

/'

may be identified: (a) thos relating to the determination of the indict -

cost rate structure for_the-institution, particularly as regards complexuhi-r
.z .

1
--------

very' s with large and varied types of organizational units; (b) and those,-

affecting the interpal allotation and use of indirect -cost reimbursemehts.
)

received by the institution. 0

Thee problem of. determination of the a ropriate rate,structure,for slArpct

6

sts at an inst ution is tlie responsi ility of the federal agency in charge

f , audiand-establishmemt_ of -rates under federal regulations, Separate_
.

*

indirect-cost rates might be established withill a tompiex institution for '

.

.

.
.

. 4

large and relatively-autonomous
research units ,'hose indirect costs varied0,sub-

stantiall.y.from tho$g for tI remainder of institution. Such a deexiiiihattoh

,presumably would be made id,negotiation with the institution in terms of/ean

.. - .

.
, .

equitable balance
as-betiid'en-the--insEitutional and the federal'intergst.

.
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,

Conflicting inter4 tsand points of view often arise-within research unlver-

sities regarding both the v ddiLy of indirect-cost-Charges and the equity of

. ,

inteFnill budgeting of indirect -cast revenues. 'Faculty members add department

heAs, for example, sometimes feel t their inclividual'projectS do not-require

a ll
...
of the indirect-cost services that'- e specified in

.

the negotiated ratio
. ,

0
...

4,, .
,

.structure.
.

:They fail to understand that th latter is based upon an averaging
. ,

of the costs of such services for all projects t the institution (or within

the partof it covered bya particular rate struc

tive officers of. the institution, on the other hand,

the .gendral exe63-
le

he totality of indirect

- costs represents obligations, that must be met; and such costs increase gener- ..

_ _
ally in proportion to the expansion of research and.other activities. 'Admin-

,,,4., , 44)*4f'lz '4,.

.istrators are conerned, moreover, with the problem of meeting the indirect

.c
osts that are npt-'4;et ered under federir4egulations and under thdA.aw re-A

,.., ..

,, N. -
,

quiring the sharing of the Costs of grant-supported 'research.

`Steps need to be taken to.assure. better mutual understanding of t e respec-
.

tive attitudes and concern of both faculty and administrative groups. It

N\N
'egPecially important for 'acuity members4r4 department heads to

understand

that if the casts of sponsored projects are not'iUlly reimbursed, thgy must be

met i2 y, the reallocation of institutional funds from other programs and purposes.

The federal interestin the internal budgeting of indirect-cost revenues

would appebr-to relate solely to the question of whether or noi its spongored

projects have been provided with adequate indirect-cost services. It is not

0

the federal responsibility or prerogative to enter'inta an evaluation of the

: . ,

educational budget of an institution, whichincludes indirect-cost tAenues

11 3
4

*11

4
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as a component that mustlpe integrated into the totality of the general' revenues

available for the educational and s pport operations of the institution asa

whole. Federal rehponsibilities ould seem to end with the determination that\

an institution's indire ost ates are justified, that its requests for re-

-

imbursement are valid, and that the indireci-cost services required for feder-

A

ally sponsored projects are satisfactorily provided.

VII. Proposals for Re4isions of Federal Indirect-Cost Regulations

Ar:

Two federal reports issued during 1975 have stimulated renewed discussion

of reimbursement for the indirect costs of academic research. The first was

submitted to the Committee on
Appropriations-of the U.S. House of Representa-

tives by its Surveys and-.Investigations Staff (9). Althotigh dated March41975,

the report was not released until February 12, 1976. The second document,

still in draft form, was prepared in the Office of the AssiStant,Secretary,

Comptroller, of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare--as proposed

revisions of FMC 73-8 (7).

The House Staff Re0Ort was de-Voted most15, tOa detailed review of indirect-

cost-regulations and to implementation of the regulati,Rns within the Depart-
.,

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare. Particular attention was paid to
v

statistical information on indirect -cost reimbursevents, including the unavail-

ability of such information from certain HEW agencies. Among other recommenda-

tions, the following proposals were af special, concern to institutions of higher

4.11cation and their associations:



1` '

.t
12;

-

/

"The InvestigatiVe Staff suggests that the Committee may wish to request

HEW to study the possibility,of developing standard direct cost definitions

and a single base for overhead distribution. Such definitions would re-

quire that certain eXPenses.be considered direct coats; all other allowable -,

expenses then would, be included in indirect:cost pools. By classifying

specific'cost elements as direct costs and -causing all,other allowdble

costs, to be included in indirect coat pools,,HEW program people wottld be

able to compare indirect costs or sopOrtive costs ftom one institution

to another. In conjunction with theestablishment of standard direct .

'cost definitions; HEW should consider the-establishOgnt.,of single base'.

for applying indirect costs. Currently inthe National Institutes of -;

Health Indirect Cost Management System rhereare 92. sepatata.base plans

for'applying'indirect costs" (9, pp. 89-90). , ,2---,N,,

It is not clexi what relationship, if any, might. have existed,betweenthe -'

.
.

.

. -,,

. ..
.

'House Staff Report and the HEWdraft
of.'i'e.conimended revisions to FMC 73-8.

..

'", .

1.,

'.. .
, -

The HEW recommendations were made available last fall in'.'draft form to various

447

' --.
.

.

federal agencies andto higher-education assaeiations, 'in the. 'presumed expec-
.

.:

, , ,.
,

,' tat ion that they would eventually be officially recommended to theGeneral
.

Services Administration as revisions of FMC 73-8. But, as noted above, admini-

444

4

strative responsibility for FMC ..73-8,was recently
reassumed by the Officeof

Management and Budget (January 1, 1976); and if HZ14.-decides" to adopt official

4:4

i 4 4

recommendations for revisions of AMC 73-8, they would be submitted to OMB.'"-

.....,

,. '
.

.
Strong oppbsition to parts of both of these reports has been registered'.

. -
.......'"...S4 4,

. ,

by universities and their association representatives. An Interassociation

Committee on Indirect Cost, for'example, has submitted to the House Apptopria-
4

tiOnsCommittee.a statement entitled -"CoMbents on the Repo, ,'Overhead Reim-

bursement to Grantees,and Contrlctors, ,Department of Health, Education, and,

Welfare'." 4 While agreeing6with several of the points made'in.die House Staff

4.

4The associations represented on this committee are the American Council on

Education, the Association of American Medical Colleges, the AssociatilSia,of

American Universities, and the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and State

Universities.
,

'e

1
4A.
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Report, the Interassociatioo Committee took particular exception to the recom-

mendatidn for "standard cost definitions and'a single base for overhead di:stri-

.

bution." In support of its opposition, the Committee cited one of the central-

points'ade :in an earlier study of the indirect 'costs of academic research by

the General Accounting Office:* "It is not feasible to determine indirect,,

-costs by a fixed mdthod or proce4ure applied. uniformly under all conditions"

(2).

One of the concerns,expressed in the House Staff Report, which reflected

questions raised in Various committee hearings, was why the indirect costs of

academic research appeared #o be increasing more'rapiidly than direct costs. A

paper ty-thTS----suf5ject, prepared by C.V. Kidd of the Association of American

Universities, was recently submitted.to the'Representative Flood of the House

Appropriations Committee (5). This paper rated information from various

.-. sources, including some of the data presented 'in an earlier section of the pre-

sent report.

In order eo coordinate the efforts of the universities and igher educe-

.-

tion associations to respond constructively to thetwo'federal reliorts and to

other expressions of concern in the Congress and the Executive'Branch, a special
.

, .

. ,

committee of university presidents and business officers has been'est.Alislied

with John W. Oswald, President of Pennsylvania State University and President

.
.

of the Association of American Universities, as its chairman. The comiaittee

has addreOed communications to Secretary David Mathews of HEW, to Representa-'
., ,...

.
.

Flood
X.

.

.

tive Daniel J. Flood of the House Appropriations Committee, and to John J.

-1---

I
'''7'

- Lordan, Chief,of the Financial Management Branch of'OMB. Among other actions,

16
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it was reported-that Roger 14..Heyns, President of the American' Council on Educe-
.

.----

tion, had written to the presidents of al* ACE member institutions urging a

,

.

careful review of their procedures for determining indirecs, t in order to
.

-, -

"ensure full compliance with current guidelines. His'letter ',announced that

regional workshops were being scheduled by the National Association of College

and University Business Officers and its Committee on Governmental Relations

for the professional review of the principles and practices for determining

indire costs with business officers of institutions.

The committee's letter to Representative Flood

)

lso recommended that 4.

a'special federal interagency group be established t conduct a full review of

indirect-cost policies and to make recommendatins for revisiops 'to OMB. A

group of university representatives wou formed to make concgrrent sugges-
?

tions--a,procedure that was followed in the original drafting of Circular A-2I.

VIII. General Conclusions

'This report on the indirect costs of academic research has been focussed

upon two main types of problems. The first"type is primarily technical in,

nature, relating largely to accounting principles and procedures for determ

the costs of research and for assuring reimbursement for..* rect costs in

accordance with established guid-l-inhe second category concerns issues

of public policy relative to responsibility for the financing of academic

research. That thi, responsibility is one that should b'e shared by universities

and the federal government is generally recognized; but there'is far from

general agreement .regarding thefpolicies that should govern the sharing of

costs of federally sponsored projects.

1 7
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'In the light of the developmrtS--described in the preceding section, the
-

Itro.;pects now,seem .favorable for a comprehensive review of the technical issues

regardihg the determinatian.of research costs,
indirect-cost\rates, and improved

comp ltacomp nce with esta uidq.ines. Universities and the associations
.

believe that a careful study of these problems by the stiff of. a special inter-
.,

agency committee will clear uct many misconceptions about indirect costs; and

-they hope that one outcome will be concurrence in the concluaion of the earlier
a

GAO study that emphasis upon costing principles and general guidelines is

<

preferable to the imposition of,rigidly uniform definitions and detailed

-
accounting procedures upon all types of institutions. In any event, these

°issues would V resolved after a fall review of the conflicting views and evi-

dence; and however the technical disagreements might be decided, it seems

feasonable to expect that improved administration of eostirigl regulations' would

result--within both,f.a."ral agencies and educational institutions.

-Unfortunately, there is no plan'for resolving the f:iiblic-policy

issues related to indirect costs and the financing of academic research. By

an act of Congress, since 1965 academic institutions have been required to

,

share in-the costs of research supported by' federal grants. Such cost-sharing

usually-takes the form of the contribution of faculty time or some other IcAnd

oydireaf" support, which oblitates-the -institutionto meet a corresponding_

share of theindlrect costs of thq,sponsored research. And sinceindirect

costs have been increasing recently at I considerably faster rate than the

direct costs of research, the result is a kind of progressive "multiplier

effect" associated with cost 'sharing which adds to the general' financial burdens

facing universities due -to inilation/recessi:on in the national economy:

1S
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The question of the extent to which academic institutions can continue to

find. the means xo shafe in the costs of,federally sponsored research--including

those due to limitations upon the full recovery of indirect costs--cannot be

answered from the results of the present study. From another study conducted

under the.sponsorship of the .President's Biomedical Research Panel, however,

it seems doubtful that univeNitfes can continue to find the resources to
f.

mainta'n these subsidies without unjustifiable damage to the remainder of their .

educational programs,(6). The funding trends, disclosed suggest that the

federal government should carefully consider removing the cost-sharing require-,

r

ment aqd Otherwise modify its policies that limit the recovery of the indirect

costs of academic research.,

ro

10,
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